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Squishy phone accessories

Squishy Phone
Cases

PHONE ACCESORIES COLLECTION

Wooden Bamboo Case For
samsung galaxy
$24.99 $16.99 Sale

USB Cable Protector for iPhone
$12.99 $7.99 Sale

Waterproof Mobile Phone Case
For iPhone, Samsung- Clear PVC
Sealed Underwater Cell Smart
Phone Dry Pouch Cover
$19.99 $12.99 Sale

Ultra chick Mirror Phone Case For
iphone and Samsung Shockproof Cover

Social Media Harms Your Mental
Health Quote Funny Soft Silicone
Case For iPhone

$19.99 $9.99 Sale

$19.99 $12.99 Sale

Cartoon Silicone Phone Case For
iPhone
$19.99 $9.99 Sale

VIEW ALL

Take your phone to the next
level
Our cases are unique and will make you standup from the norm. They have been designed
with durable and resistant material to protect
your phone and make it more comfortable for
you to carry it.

SQUISHY PHONE COLLECTION

Cartoon Silicone Phone Case For
iPhone
$19.99 $9.99 Sale

Original Soft Silicone Case for
iPhone - Cute Candy Anti-knock
rubber Cover

Cable Protector for Huawei
$12.99 $8.99 Sale

$19.99 $9.99 Sale

rubber Cover
$19.99 $9.99 Sale

USB Cable Protector for iPhone
$12.99 $7.99 Sale

Squishy liquid pig - Cute cartoon
for iPhone
$19.99 $12.99 Sale

VIEW ALL

Loving our Squishy phone cases!
Our squishy phone cases come in a range of
different colours and designs to fit everyone's
taste. Our customers love them all!

BLOG POSTS

Squishy cute cat case for iPhone
$19.99 $12.99 Sale

How to stop
accidentally taking
iPhone X screenshots.
January 27, 2019
The iPhone X is a marvel of
engineering and design to be sure…
but one particular feature doesn’t
seem too well thought out. Because
this year’s iP...
READ MORE

Help keep your smartphone safe from falls, scratches, falls and damage with this slim, tight-fitting case. Our extraordinary
mobile phone case feature a flexible TPU coating that reliably protects your phone and makes it easy to slip into jeans pockets
and other comfortable spots. A pattern of small, almost invisible dots on the inside of the sleeves prevents irregular sticking to
the phone and helps ensure a smooth appearance. The raised edge around the case provides additional protection for the
display and front camera when the phone is face down.
Our sleeves are tested in independent labs to ensure they withstand the wear and tear that real life can cause them. The phone
sleeves come in different colors to choose from, in black for a sleek look or transparent to preserve the phone's original
appearance. Waterproof Mobile Phone Case For iPhone, Samsung- Clear PVC Sealed Underwater Cell Smart Phone Dry Pouch
Cover
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